


BIG BOUNCE is the first creation of 
Big Bouncers collective, which brings together 

the three choreographers Cecilia Colacrai,
 Anna Rubirola and Mireia de Querol.

Big Bounce takes the name of the theory and the 
scientific model related to the formation of the known universe. 

From the interpretation of the Big Bang 
the cyclic or oscillating model is derived, 
in which the first cosmological event was 

the result of the collapse of a previous universe.

This first piece of the collective was awarded
with Premi Sebastià Gasch 

“Aplaudiment a la creació emergent”
(Applause for emerging creation)

(FAD-2015)



BIG BOUNCE és 
el primer treball del 

col·lectiu 
Big Bouncers, que 

reuneix les tres coreò-
grafes 

Cecilia Colacrai, 
Anna Rubirola i Mireia 

de Querol.

SYNOPSIS

Big Bouncers is a scenic piece based on movement and speech 
which treats the concept of origin and plays a game of unfolding dif-

ferent possible futures which derivate from a common origin.
Big Bounce proposes a trip that questions the temporality of the scene 

throughout moving bodies which transform, alternate and comple-
ment each other continuously.

Big Bounce takes the name from the homonymous theory that sug-
gests that we could be living in the first of all universes, but that it is 
equally probable that we would be living in the universe two thou-

sand million (or whatever in an infinite sequence of universes).



THE PIECE

The theme of this piece is the origin, understood as: 
beginning, birth, source, motor, etc. 
Taking the theme of origin as a starting point, we 
inquired on the past and future of this origin and we 
ask: Where do we start counting to identify an origin? 
What possible futures can be derived from the same 
source? How we can deduce different backgrounds 
from a particular point of departure? 
We work on the potential of gesture, body and ac-
tion, revealing the consequences implied in every 
action.

We want to question the timing of the action: the fact 
of stopping the movement, making it backwards, 
making temporal ellipses and altering its trajectory 
within a temporal logic. We want to modify the linear 
perception of time and its global understanding 
within the piece, using the idea of big bounce (Big 
Bounce) to build a scenic structure that plays going 
forward and backward in time, and which proposes 
different beginnings and different possible ends within 
itself.

On the other hand we question the given meaning 
of forms, departing from its abstract condition, giving 
them different interpretations. We want to offer to the 
viewer the chance to read the same form or ac-
tion from different points of view, embracing a wide 
range, from the most concrete and objective to the 
most imaginative interpretation, and raising the po-
tential of your imagination and freedom of thought.

In this piece we work with speech in juxtaposition with 
movement. We primarily use the words to name, to 
give a name to what is happening, to the gesture 
or to the body. Our interest in the use of the speech 
does not lie in the fact of using it to make a linear 
narrative, but as a tool to putt labels on the forms and 
actions that appear on stage, since this helps us to 
introduce the idea of the different possible readings 
and meanings from a single form or action.



ARTISTIC DETAILS

Creation and performance: Cecilia Colacrai, Mireia de Querol and Anna Rubirola
Artistic collaboration: Joao Lima.

Audio editing: Pablo (Mo) Ramirez.
Voice: Cristina Carrasco and Claudia Solwat.

Lighting design: Joana Serra.
Video and photo: Pablo (Mo) Ramirez, Tristán Pérez Martín, Alba Suñé.

Thanks to: Joao Lima, Federica Porello, Iris Heitzinger, Pablo Mo Ramírez, Roger Llimós,
Tristán Pérez Martín, Olga Tragant, Alba Suñé, Roger Puig, Andrea Acosta, Claudia Solwat,

Cristina Carrasco, Velvet Sweatshop.
The Big Bounce piece was created in the following creation spaces:

tragantDansa 2013, La Caldera 2012-2013, La Visiva 2013 and Burdag Studio (Polonia) 2013.
In collaboration with: Institut Ramón Llull, Osic y Antic Teatre.

Award: Premi Sebastià Gasch “Aplaudiment a la creació emergent” 2015, FAD.



TRAJECTORY OF THE BIG BOUNCERS COLLECTIVE:
Anna Rubirola, Cecilia Colacrai and Mireia de Querol.

The three of them are choreographers resident in Barcelona. At the moment they man-
age the activities of the Associació La Visiva. 
They all have a trajectory as choreographers, making their own work or in collaboration 
with other artists, as well as with the pedagogy of dance.  The Collective has received 
the Price Premi Sebastià Gasch, Aplaudiment a la creació emergent, FAD 2015, for the 
piece BIG BOUNCE.
They start to work together in May 2012, sharing interests and developing a common 
practice, with the goal of researching and deepening their knowledge in the field of 
movement and performance, and also of generating their own working methodology. 
From the beginning of their work as a collective, they have developed three different 
lines of action: the creation of pieces for stage, the creation of performances for non 
conventional spaces “site specific”, and the pedagogy.  
Until now they have created the pieces: Big Bounce (2013), Big Bounce Site Specific 
(2013), Doppelgänger (2014), I see a spider on the wall (2014) and O.V.N.I (2017).



CECILIA COLACRAI
Dancer, maker and teacher of contem-

porary dance resident in Barcelona since 
2002. At the moment she works as an 

independent artist with Anna Rubirola and 
Mireia de Querol in the Big Bouncers Col-
lective, with whom manages the creation 

space La Visiva. 
She also works with Joao Lima and Anna 
Rubirola in the piece “Morder la Lengua”. 

wich won Klauss Vianne Award. Thanks 
to this award they traveled around Brasil 

five capitals during 2016.  She is part of the 
Group LaBolsa and Thomas Hauert in the 
piece “The mesure of disorder” premiered 

at Festival Grec in July 201. She also collab-
orates with the choreographer Emmanuel 

Grivet in different projects related 
to improvisation.

www.ceciliacolacrai.com

ANNA RUBIROLA
Choreographer, dancer and teacher, resident 

in Barcelona. Since 2005  she combines the 
work as a performer with making her own 

creations, individually and collectively. She is 
part of Big Bouncers collective, G.R.U.A and l 
Group LaBolsa,  with whom until now has cre-
ated the piece “The mesure of disorder”, di-

rected by Thomas Hauert (Festival Grec 2015). 
She has collaborated in several creations with 
the artists Pere Faura, Joao Lima, Maria Mont-
seny, Mira Calix (Londres), Vrak’ Trio (França), 

Julyen Hamilton and John Jasperse.
She has worked as a performer with several 

companies: Àlex Rigola, Erre que Erre, Sol Picó, 
Array (London), F.& C. Ben Aïm (Paris). 

She has directed the phisical training for actors 
in theatre productions directed by Pau Carrió 

and Àlex Rigola, and choreographe 
”Enric V” and “Hamlet” by Pau Carrió. She 

teaches workshops of contemporary dance, 
improvisation and composition since 2000 in 

different International centers.
www.annarubirola.wordpress.com

MIREIA DE QUEROL
Dancer, independent choreographer and 

contemporary dance teacher, resident in Bar-
celona. She graduated in BA Modern Theatre 
Dance at the Theatreschool (AHK), Holland, 
2003-2007. She also graduated in Humani-
ties at Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

(2001-2008). As a coreographer she works with 
collective Big Bouncers and is part of Group 

La Bolsa. Her solo “I tots els altres” (2011), won 
the 3er Price at Baltic Movement Contest in 

Gsansk, Poland (June 2011). 
As a dancer, she works regularly with the cho-
reographer Albert Quesada, and with Cia.Mu-
dances, directed by Àngels Margarit. She has 

also collaborated with several choreographers 
like Kenzo Kusuda, Arantxa Sagardoy, Angela 

Lamprianidou and Sebastián G.Ferro.
Since 2012 she is codirector of the contempo-
rary dance festival Mostra IN SITU. As a teach-
er she has taught creative dance, contem-
porary dance and improvisation in several 
schools since 2007, like Tragantdansa, Eòlia 

and CSD del Institut del Teatre de Barcelona, 
among others.

www.mireiadequerol.cat

http://www.ceciliacolacrai.com 
http://www.annarubirola.wordpress.com
http://www.mireiadequerol.cat


CONTACT
bigbouncers111@gmail.com

0034 610688501// 0034 696613914
producer: anbohigas@gmail.com  636804620

distribution: laiagestiocultural@gmail.com 676415581

MORE INFO
www.bigbouncers.info

VIDEO
Complete piece: 

http://vimeo.com/91918161
password: bote

Dossier Photos: Tristán Pérez-Martín, Alessia Bombaci

http://www.bigbouncers.wordpress.com 
http://vimeo.com/91918161 

